RMEF Ridge Stalker X from ALPS OutdoorZ, Brand New Binocular Harness for 2016

ALPS OutdoorZ and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation have partnered to launch a brand new line of dual logoed hunting packs and accessories, available in late summer 2016. This new line will feature both the ALPS OutdoorZ and RMEF logo, and will feature a new luggage piece, lumbar style pack, innovative optics and camera pack, several gun cases, and the new RMEF Ridge Stalker X, a binocular pocket and harness system. “Optics are a very important part of every hunter’s arsenal, but maybe none more so than the elk hunter,” said Zach Scheidegger, ALPS OutdoorZ product manager. “The new Ridge Stalker X allows you to keep your binoculars at the ready, while also displaying your commitment to the RMEF and the mission they stand for.”

The RMEF Ridge Stalker X is a premium style binocular harness designed with the hardcore hunter in mind. Featuring a pocket that stays close to the chest, you can be assured that the Ridge Stalker X won’t bounce or shift with your body movement. The back panel is padded for extra comfort, and the harness is fully adjustable to fit all body sizes. The straps have been specifically designed to fit comfortably underneath your pack straps, allowing you to wear the Ridge Stalker X comfortably with or without your pack. The Ridge Stalker X is tough, featuring the same 1680D Nylon Ballistic material fabric found in ALPS OutdoorZ Extreme line of products to insure extra durability in even the harshest environments. The closure mechanism on the main compartment is adjustable to allow for a variety of binocular sizes, and the binocular attachment straps are metal free to prevent any unnecessary wear on your binocular’s attachment points. The Ridge Stalker X features four total lashing points to allow for any extra accessories of your choice to be added on. A lens cloth is included.

The RMEF Ridge Stalker X is practical, durable, and will quickly become your go to optics accessory. It’s been used and abused by hunters in regions all across the US to ensure that it will stand up to any challenge you throw at it. The conservation minded hunter can feel good about purchasing the Ridge Stalker X, as a portion from every sale directly funds the RMEF and its various projects and mission. To learn more about the Ridge Stalker X please visit [www.alpsoutdoorz.com](http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com).

About ALPS OutdoorZ
ALPS OutdoorZ is part of ALPS Brands, which started with ALPS Mountaineering in 1993, with the mission of providing quality, high performance, and affordable gear for backpackers and campers. ALPS Mountaineering designs and markets tents, sleeping bags, air pads, packs, camp furniture, and other outdoor accessories. ALPS OutdoorZ was started in 2007 when the company extended their knowledge gained from designing quality backpacking and camping gear to market and design camouflaged gear for hunters, such as packs, blind chairs and camp furniture, sleeping bags, and gun cases. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking, and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit [www.alpsoutdoorz.com](http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com).